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Impeach en masse. This is what needs to happen. But, first and foremost, Sen. Mitch McConnell 

must go.  This weak Minority leader in the Republican Party already has come out and flat out said that 

Joe Biden cannot be impeached because the Republicans do not have the numbers. This excuse is about 

as sorry as McConnell himself. Such Republican warriors as Sens. Marsha Blackburn, Bill Hagerty, John 

Kennedy, and Ted Cruz are demanding accountability from Joe Biden. They, too, must demand that 

same accountability of McConnell and replace him.  

 The solution is simple: First, get rid of McConnell; secondly, impeach Biden.  

Biden should not be given the dignity of resignation. He purposely pulled out American troops 

FIRST, leaving behind Americans and our partners to be tortured, slaughtered, beheaded, imprisoned at 

the whim and will of the Taliban. He then called back a few troops, among them 13 young soldiers who 

will never get to live as long as he has; or raise families as he has; or have careers as long as he has. They 

are gone. When he pulled out American troops FIRST before civilians, he did not even bother to inform 

our NATO allies which, too, had their respective soldiers, citizens, and partners there in Afghanistan. 

Callously, Biden provided lists of Americans and partners to the Taliban, and he left over $85 billion of 

military equipment, uniforms, weaponry and invaluable intel for the enemy to parade in victory, and 

possibly sell to the highest bidder.  Biden is the commander-in-chief who performed the inside job of 

leaving the door wide open to benefit China in the short and long run. This was not about getting 

America out of Afghanistan because most Americans wanted to get out of the war, but this was about 

Biden selling out to China and to a cabal of globalist-oriented billionaires and Techno-socialists who have 

decided that the United States of America should be a non-sovereignty. That is, having no borders and 

become what socio-economist George ‘Sorry’ Soros deems an Open Society. His Open Society economic 

theory is unworkable, inhumane, and inferior. Hidden inside its theoretical framework is the goal to 
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simply wipe out America’s middle class by any means necessary, creating sustained chaos until 

deconstruction of this system is completed to his and his cabal’s satisfaction.  

With his sell-out of the United States of America, Biden has made available Afghanistan’s 

precious mineral reserves used to make computer chips and other various must-needs in the New World 

Order of Techno-socialism. His resolve to create a borderless—non-sovereignty entity (no longer a 

nation) is evidenced by what is happening on the southern border of what will no longer be a United 

States of America but rather a satellite of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) as China itself once was to 

Russia. Make no mistake, China will move to reincorporate Taiwan into the Chinese mainland. Why 

wouldn’t CCP’s Secretary and President Xi Jinping do as Mao Zedong and make a 21st Century Great Leap 

Forward to grab Taiwan when America has a leader as weak as Joe Biden? It’s only logical. Biden is 

compromised by China. His son Hunter’s laptops are indicative of that along with Biden’s behavior 

regarding Afghanistan. Everyday Americans are aware of this; thus, why one hears the “F____ Joe 

Biden” chants all over the nation.  

However, Joe Biden doesn’t give a damn about Americans “F ing” him or about his declining poll 

numbers, because he is shielded by a mainstream press which treats him like a newborn baby. With the 

exception of a few media outlets, independent citizen journalists and bloggers, there would be no real 

news. The press is nothing but the propaganda machine for what is now the Democrat Socialist Party 

which appeases the CCP by indoctrinating American children with the CRT Marxist theory and praising 

the black Marxism of Black Lives Matter (BLM) and the nouveau Nazism of Antifa. Biden has even given 

orders to have a BLM flag flown at an American embassy, signifying to China that he is a Marxist 

supporter. Recently, in his weak address to the United Nations, Biden did not even mention China’s 

name.  More proof that he is Xi Jinping’s boy. 

Of course, Secretary of Defense Gen. Lloyd ‘Idiot Amin’ Austin is pushing CRT doctrine down 

soldiers’ throats, telling them that White soldiers are the oppressors and Black soldiers are the 

oppressed. So, were the 13 soldiers discussing who was the oppressor and the oppressed when attacked 

by the Taliban? Was their blood separated by which ones were White or Black or Brown? Were their 

flag-draped coffins segregated by race?  Idiot Amin Austin’s derangement of indoctrinating soldiers in 

CRT (which is a bona fide Marxist theory) has divided the military. Idiot Amin Austin’s tactics to force 

Biden’s COVID mandates on soldiers are forcing out soldiers with dishonorable discharges and loss of 

pensions. Why would a Marxist theory be used as a basis of whether a soldier is fit or not to serve in the 

U.S.A. Military? Why would the commander-in-chief Joe Biden order this? All the more proof and prima 

facie evidence that Joe Biden is compromised by China. Gen. Idiot Amin Austin should be impeached 

and charged with treason for using his office as Secretary of Defense and status of a general to 

intimidate, threaten, and harass soldiers to serve communism. 

In recent events, it has been revealed that Gen. Mark ‘The Rat’ Milley during his tenure in the 

Trump administration made a phone call to his equivalent in China to reassure China that he personally 

would alert them if President Trump decided to do any harm to them or nuke them. This was done 

behind President Trump’s back at Cong.  Nancy ‘Pee-Losi’ Pelosi’s urging. Pee-Losi doesn’t need any so-

called ‘white privilege’ to get her way, as she continues to assert her political slut privileges to get what 

she wants. She used those privileges when she initiated two impeachment proceedings against 

President Trump, even when he longer held office.  This slut even had the audacity to put Cong. Eric ‘The 

China Pimp’ Swalwell on a committee to impeach President Trump when she knew Swalwell had been 
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caught ‘red’ handed (pun intended) having sexual relations with a female Chinese spy. Why did Pelosi 

put him on the committee? This slut is so low that she even objected to having the names of the 13 

soldiers killed at Kabul read in Congress; thus, the names of these young Biden-murdered soldiers were 

not given the honor they deserved.  One can thank mainstream media (with the exception of a few) that 

gave America’s First Bitch this privilege to further degrade them. (I make no apologies for calling this slut 

what she is, and I don’t mind being unprofessional about it, as she had no problem being unprofessional 

about disrespecting and degrading these young men and women who gave their lives to keep her sorry 

ass free!)  Furthermore, Pee-Losi has used the Capitol Police as her own personal Gestapo by locking up 

January 6th protesters, making sure they receive “cruel and unusual punishment.”  

Gen. Mark ‘The Rat’ Milley, Cong. ‘The China Pimp’ Swalwell, and Cong. Nancy ‘Pee-Losi’ Pelosi 

should be impeached and charged with treason. 

Kamala ‘Giggles’ Harris strongly supported Joe Biden and his moves in Afghanistan. Harris was 

put in charge of the U.S.A. southern border and illegal immigration on that border. Yet, she shucked and 

jived her duty as Border Czar while smiling and profiling. Why? Naturally, Harris is a proponent of CRT, 

BLM—and flat-out Marxism. After all, she was bailing out paid Antifa and BLM thugs.  Giggles Harris has 

no problem with unvaccinated and unvetted migrants crossing into America’s borders.  Outside of being 

13 eggs short of a dozen, Harris has skated on girlish giggles and being economist George Soros’ 

‘Negress-in-Chief’ in his Open Society scenario to possibly replace segregationist Joe Biden should he 

prove to be more unfit and the turncoat than he already is. Harris should be investigated for her ties 

with China and her Open Society tactics on the border.  She should be impeached and charged with 

treason.  

 Why won’t Mitch McConnell begin impeachment hearings? His wife Elaine Chao, who is 

Taiwanese by birth, served as President Trump’s Secretary of Transportation. Chao’s family is worth 

billions. Who is to say that when China makes its move to take Taiwan that the Chao family won’t be 

reassured that its billions won’t be touched? All the more reason, why McConnell needs to get the hell 

out of Dodge and let a new sheriff come in.  To reiterate, China will make a move. It won’t get another 

opportunity to do so. As America’s first dictator, Biden is weak and at China’s beck and call. Leaving 

Afghanistan wide open for China to call the shots via the Taliban, was America’s first dictator’s   

acknowledgment that China is, in fact, calling the shots.  One can surmise after all is said and done with 

kickbacks, payoffs, money laundering, Hunter’s paintings among other shenanigans, the Biden family 

will be America’s latest multi-billionaires. And you can bet your bottom dollar, Biden won’t be 

redistributing his family’s wealth like a good socialist. Just as calls were made to investigate President 

Trump’s financial records, the same calls must be made to investigate Joe Biden’s and Nancy Pelosi’s 

financial records. 

America is at a crossroads: Either it will bend to the will of its first dictator, Joe Biden, and his 

media babysitters or it will fight back what is now the Democrat Socialist Party which has in place a $3 

Trillion-plus congressional bill under the guise of ‘infrastructure’ to fund its advancement of America 

into full-blown socialism on the backs of what will become American peasants. 

Who said that impeachments have to be done one at a time? It is time to impeach en masse the 

following: Segregationist Joe ‘Benedict Arnold’ Biden, Kamala ‘Giggles’ Harris, Gen. Mark ‘The Rat’ 

Milley, Gen. Lloyd ‘Idiot Amin’ Austin, Rep. Eric ‘The China Pimp’ Swalwell and last, but not least, Nancy 
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‘Pee-Losi’ Pelosi who stinks to high heavens after refusing the reading of the 13 soldiers who were killed 

at Kabul.  

Afghanistan is about Joe Biden and American sell-outs to China.   

 If two impeachment proceedings can be held for President Trump over some made-up bull by 

Nancy Pee-Losi asserting her political slut privileges and Maxine ‘Alligator Mouth’ Waters yelling 

‘Impeach 45’ before he even took office, then, surely impeachment proceedings must begin on Joe 

Biden along with the aforementioned who are responsible for the blood of 13 soldiers and for the 

torture, beheadings and other deaths of other Americans, our partners and allies left behind. 

 We don’t want to hear another excuse about how Biden doesn’t know what he’s doing because 

he has some alleged mental issues going on.  Biden knows exactly what he is doing. He volunteered to 

be the puppet all for the love of money.  Time will bear this out and so will China when the CCP reveals 

how they own him; and Hunter’s laptops will confirm it. China’s billion dollar-plus loan to Hunter 

apparently is paying off. 

 Joe Biden is a joke, but America is not laughing. 

              F-Joe Biden! 

 I- Joe Biden! IMPEACH Joe Biden. 

 

END 

 The above Editorial is on the Op/Ed Lane on The Mid-South Tribune and Black Information Highway at 

www.blackinformationhighway.com .   Welcome, Travelers! Email any suggestions, threats and 

comments to MSTnews@prodigy.net .  We shall not be bullied by billionaire turncoats and Siliklan Valley 

(aka Silicon Valley) CRT-socialists. God Bless, America! 
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